2002 avalanche fuel pump access panel

I could just buy a Bosch for No, the trunk floor pan does not have an access panel. After doing
many a fuel tank pump change, one learns where to make the cut in the trunk floor pan. This is
called flat rating. A gallon paint can lid makes a nice cover to replace the hole that was cut
slightly smaller then the paint lid. Note: this does not apply to all vehicles and the customer
should be informed of what you are doing. Drop the tank and additionally you will see the
conceal for the gasoline pump on the ideal. The worst part of changing a fuel pump is draining
the gas. It's not fun but it's not difficult either. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is
secondary at this point. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods:
He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some.
Trudeau on Biden call: U. Chris Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Mars rover's giant
parachute carried secret message. Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract extension. Liam
B. Thanks for the help! Answer Save. The fuel pump is in the tank itself. How do you think about
the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Clayton G. Still have questions? Get your
answers by asking now. Asked by Wiki User. Disconnect Evaporater Canister by squeezing
connectors where lines join. Loosen hose clamp on filler neck 5. Disconnect pressure and
return line from front of tank. Raise and support Vehicle to provide room underneath to drop
tank and slide out from under vehicle. Support whole length of Fuel tank is a plastic composite
so use support front, middle, and rear and take our Fuel tank Strap bolts. Remove straps and
lower rear of tank slightly to allow you to disconnect lines from fuel sender at front of tank.
Remove fuel tank. Change fuel filter every 30, miles to prevent Pump Burnout in the future. The
fuel pump is inside of the fuel tank. The tank will have to be removed to get to the pump access.
I have not started yet but I know you atleast have to drop the tank. I'd get yourself a Chilton.
How to change fuel pump from Toyota Noah Mounted on top and inside the fuel tank. If you
know what your doing its takes about 1. Unless there is an access panel above the fuel pump,
the fuel tank will have to be removed to access the pump. The pump is in the gas tank and the
tank has to come down to change it. Is the pump located in the tank? The fuel pump is mounted
in the gas tank. The gas tank has to be removed to change it. Unless there is an access panel
above the fuel tank in the floor of the vehicle, you will have to drop the fuel tank to get to the
fuel pump. No, they do not have a fuel filter you can change, the filter is part of the fuel pump. It
is located in the fuel tank. The tank has to be dropped to pull it out and change it. Remove fuel
tank, replace pump from top of tank, re-install. Change the fuel filter while your at it! You have to
remove the fuel pump from inside the gas tank. The fuel filter and inlet strainer are attached to
the pump. You have to remove the gas tank. On a Ford Taurus : The electric fuel pump is inside
the fuel tank. Not sure what is wrong with your car but if your fuel pump is not working check
your fuse for your fuel pump. Ask Question. Fuel Filters. Chevy Avalanche. See Answer. Top
Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. How do you change a fuel pump on an
Avalanche? How do you change a fuel pump Chevy Avalanche? How do you remove fuel pump
from Xterra? How do you change the fuel pump for Toyota noah model? Where is the fuel pump
located on a Z66 chevy avalanche ? Is the fuel pump for the Avalanche Z71 located inside the
tank? How long to change a Chevy Avalanche fuel pump? How do you change fuel pump on a
grand am? Change a fuel pump envoy? What is the cost to change a fuel filter or fuel pump in a
Chevy Malibu? Where is the fuel pump located on a Chevy Avalanche? Where is the Chevy
avalanche fuel pump? How do you change a fuel pump on a Nissan Xterra supercharged SE?
How do you find fuel pump in a dodge stratus ? How do you change the fuel pump on a ford
explorer? Is there a fuel filter under hood of a neon? Where is the fuel pump for a Chevy Blazer?
Where is the fuel pump mountaineer? How do you install fuel pump on Nissan maxima? How do
you change the fuel filter on a Lexus rx ? How do you replace the fuel pump on a Chevy
Avalanche? Where is fuel pump on Ford Explorer? Where is the fuel pump on a Ford Taurus ?
Where is the fuel pump on Lincoln navigator? Where is the fuel shut off valve in a Pontiac
Sunfire? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher
Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go into ? What
times 10 equals to ? Give me food and I will live give me water and I will die what am I? How old
is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed How do you change fuel pump in a avalanche? Unanswered Questions How
did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Slum children at play by Ruskin Bond summary?
What is conflict of the story of the two brothers? Mga positibo at negatibong epekto ng
pananakop ng hapon sa Pilipinas? What does the quote ambition can creep as well as soar

mean? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? What is mission
statement of capitec bank? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written
permission of Multiply. Forums Search forums. What's New Latest activity. Members Registered
members Current visitors. Memberships Help offset the costs of running our community. We
appreciate any contributions! Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
Search forums. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Thread starter jsheahawk Start date Sep 23, Everywhere I looked online said that you
couldn't cut a hole in the floorboard of your SWB Trailblazer to change the fuel pump. Challenge
accepted! You're going to need a couple air tools: - pneumatic nibbler - pneumatic hammer
First, you'll need access to the floorboard. You need to remove the rear driver's side seat. It's
just two nuts. Move the seat forward, take off the two bolts, and pull out the seat. Then you
remove the trim from the bottom of the rear driver's side door jamb and the B pillar trim. Move
the front driver's seat up all the way to give yourself a little more room. Move the carpet by
making a couple inconspicuous cuts. Be careful of the wire loom that runs right over the fuel
pump. The fuel pump is right between the two studs that hold the the seat down. Once you
figure out where it is, use the nibbler to cut as big a hole as you can over the fuel pump. I used a
socket to hold the wire loom up out of the way. There is a weld front-ward that will be your
northern boundary. The raised area where the seat mounts will be the western, eastern, and
southern boundaries. Rotate the head of the nibbler if you need to. Once you have a
rectangle-ish shape cut out, you'll likely see this: Pull relay 41 under the hood and crank the
engine to depressurize your fuel system. Curse, swear, and eventually remove the fuel lines
from the fuel pump "simply" pinching the clip and pulling the hose off. Rust gets stuck between
the clip and the line, so I ended up wiggling them until the lines broke off; that made removing
the lines from the fittings a bit easier. My AC Delco fuel pump didn't come with the plastic clips,
so save your old ones. Use that pneumatic hammer we talked about earlier, and knock the
retaining ring off. I think this job would have been impossible without it because of the space
constraints. The specialized tool to take off the ring may have worked, but I cut a hole in the
floorboard of my TB. You think I buy specialized tools??? NOTE: Before and after removing the
ring, I vacuumed off all of the rust and crescent-shaped pieces of metal. Using the hammer will
knock a lot of rust off. You don't want that in your tank. I was a bit worried about being able to
pull the pump out of the tank, but with the ring removed, the pump pulled out easily. Pretty
clean! Install your new pump and lock ring. I wouldn't reuse that old, rusty ring. Again, the
pneumatic hammer was a necessity. Reconnect the fuel lines and electrical connector. Start
your truck to see if gasoline is spewing out like before. It's not. Paint the edges of the
floorboard that you cut so it doesn't rust, then use a nibbler to cut some sheet metal of similar
thickness to a little bigger than the hole. Paint it, don't wait for it to dry completely because who
doesn't like paint covered fingers? Self-tappers would work as well, but just make sure they're
short. Replace the padding and carpet. I used some sticky tape to stick the carpet together
where I cut. Reinstall the trim pieces and rear seat, and you're done! Thumb your nose at the
internet who said it couldn't be done. Let the "you're gunna die" comments begin. Last edited:
Sep 23, Blckshdw Moderator. Nice job, as long as the seal between the new sheet metal holds,
and nothing was damaged from making the cuts, you should be in good shape. About how long
did this take you, start to finish? CO also forms from any vaporizing Fresh Fuel as well, as it will
also decay into a large quantity of CO that can also get sucked in and around that Panel as the
entering air passing over that conspicuosly centered Fuel Pump and Seal will evaporate any
Fuel it encounters and allow it to enter the lower rear cabin if that New Opening becomes Once
inside the Rear Cabin, the circulating Odorless Carbon Monoxide can insidiously render the
occupants very "sleepy" This will occur in the presence of sufficient quantities far less than you
might imagine God forbid Since the clever work you've accomplished is a Done Deal now In lieu
of using Silicone It makes sense not to let any Hubris creep into performing 'creative work' that
CAN be done Like your Insurance Company Any "Failures of Imagination" can invite unforeseen
consequences and so they must be well considered before attempting any such modifications,
as serious concerns are present involving REAL Safety Issues presently absent from this repair
calculus Look over your own Repair Images again But THIS time The NEW Pump will look like
that sooner or later. Completely Sealed. The only thing I might have added would be to
depressurize your fuel lines by pulling the pump relay, before starting out. Did you get a big
spray of gas when you pulled the fuel lines? Maverick Well-Known Member. Not all heros wear
capes! Very nice job! Reprise said:. Maverick said:. Mooseman Moderator. Sparky Moderator.
Better sealed than the bubble envelope that was sitting atop the hole over the pump in my

Camaro from the previous owner. Mektek Well-Known Member. Now you've saved me the
trouble I didn't want to cut up the carpet in the passenger footwell area so I did it the hard way.
Congratulations on being the first to successfully accomplish this task! Sparky said:. Mektek
said:. While cutting the floor, the leaked and pooling gas is ignited by a spark. The one thing
that just came to mind. This has done on many other vehicles, On cars it's usually behind the
back seat so whatever you do is covered. You have to be more careful if you have leaking fuel,
but if it's just a dead pump there's little risk. Jsheahawk came up with the safest method
possible for the leaking fuel worst case. But keep a fire extiguiser or garden hose handy in any
case. Every vehicle should be made with a nice gasketed door over the pump so no one should
have to do this. But that would save us time and money so most manufacturers won't do it..
Mooseman said:. When I did my fuel pump, the lines were rusted to the pump and I had to buy 2
new ones. Now I'm wondering if those lines could be slipped in between the tank and the body.
Another suggestion, do this hole before it's needed or before there is any leaking gas. When I
replaced the pump on the Saab the old fashioned way because it had rusted and was leaking, I
painted the top on the new one with Por Painted everything except where the lines go on and
seal basically up to the lip. But how aren't you dead!?!?!?!? You must log in or register to reply
here. Online statistics Members online 3 Guests online Total visitors Staff online. Members
online Mooseman joehvac7 Matt. Forum statistics Threads 21, Messages , Members 14, Latest
member joehvac7. Secure Browsing. Top Bottom. Worried about potential repair costs? An
extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see
vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently
Chevrolet Avalanche problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive
repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 42 repair trips. The repair cost
chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. See repairs for all Chevrolet Avalanche model years. Disassembled lock
assembly. Found bent lock arm unknown cause. Straightened and reassembled. Dec km
Parking brake failed; No parts replaced because repair will not be successful. Bad design, a
number of previous attempts. Apr km Parking brake failed. Not repaired. After much
complaining, I got Chevy Corp to repair for free. May km Several plastic trim parts are breaking,
but not yet repaired: plastic round twisting lock for the back glass, rear passenger window
switch broken housing, plastic covers for 2nd seat mounting brackets. Also missing rear step
pad for bumper. Fuel pump failure. Replaced fuel pump and filter. Cause,bad front passenger
side wheel-bearing. Problem fixed with non-dealer part. The Driver side front wheel bearing was
replaced at 5k under warranty. Best approach for the hatch which should have been installed by
the factory would be to both cut and install a hatch door while the tank has been removed It
couldn't be fixed as it was inside. It had to be replaced. I took it in for routine maintenance and
check brakes. Air wasn't putting out cold air. Only required a recharge. Completely inoperable
by the time I arrived at repair shop. Price quoted was too expensive to repair. Bracket attached
to tailgate was breaking apart. Spring in shifter coupling had broken. Factory U-joints are sealed
so was not able to be greased during regular maintenance. ABS module bad. Replaced fan
clutch. Recharged with freon. See TrueDelta's information for all Chevrolet models. Tailgate
lock failed to lock. Parking brake failed; No parts replaced because repair will not be successful.
Several plastic trim parts are breaking, but not yet repaired: plastic round twisting lock for the
back glass, rear passenger window switch broken housing, plastic covers for 2nd seat
mounting brackets. Was drivibng car and engine stopped and could not start. Problem
described to shop,loud frontend noise and wear on toe front passenger side tire. Fuel pump
failure at ,, common GM truck "maintenance" repair. Catalytic converter was making a rattling or
clanking noise. I haven't really driven this truck much lately since it is my second vehicle.
Rearend loudly whining. Rear differential whining. Replaced with used one, new bearings,
ujoints and brakes on back. Tailgate hinge - passenger side. Replaced shifter coupling in
steering column. Rear U-joint was squealing and needed to be replaced. ABS light and brake
light come on intermittently. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The pressure and output of the pump are controlled by a
regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs either in the fuel tank using a pickup screen or externally
with a replaceable filter mounted in the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM fuel pump can last
indefinitely. However, as with any electro-mechanical component, a fuel pump will eventually
degrade and fail. If it fails to produce adequate pressure or completely quits operating, it will
need to be replaced. This failed condition can sometimes be preceded or accompanied by one
or more of the following symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem involves leaks of
gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe to continue driving, and should immediately be checked by a
qualified mechanic. Chevrolet Avalanche Fuel Pump Replacement at your home or office.

Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic
comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump Replacement Service
What is the fuel pump and how does it work? When to consider replacing the fuel pump? A
failed fuel pump may prevent a car from starting or stall it. Check engine light is on. Sometimes
a fuel pump will fail slowly, and that means the fuel pressure and volume slowly degrades. The
lack of fuel may result in the engine operating without enough fuel relative to the amount of air,
causing the check engine light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As a fuel pump fails,
you may notice a whirring or humming noise coming from the fuel tank area, toward the rear of
the car. If the noise is from the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often imminent and you should
replace the fuel pump at your earliest convenience. How do mechanics replace the fuel pump?
Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is removed from the tank through an access panel above the
tank in the passenger compartment. When no access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the
tank and then the fuel tank must be lowered from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all
cases, fuel pump supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical
connections to the pump must be removed. Once the pump is out, any reusable brackets and
pick up screens are attached to the new pump, then the new pump is installed. If the fuel system
uses an in-line external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and electrical connections are
re-established. Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test for leaks. Is it safe to drive
with a fuel pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in mind: Prior to replacing, the
mechanic will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the issue is a failed pump versus a
faulty power supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was replaced recently, whenever the fuel
pump is replaced a new fuel filter should be installed. When failing earlier than expected, the
power supply should be verified because a voltage drop in the fuel pump circuit can lead to
overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the repair, the fuel tank straps and
fasteners should be checked for excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The fuel in the
gas tank cools and lubricates the fuel pump. Number of Chevrolet Avalanche services
completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews from Chevrolet owners
like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Nathaniel 10 years of experience. Request
Nathaniel. Excellent customer service, Nathaniel is very professional he came out not only on
time but because of a cancellation we were able to get appointment earlier than scheduled
which was awesome. He change both Headlight lens Assembly and both my vehicle as well as
my wife. We are both very please with the over all experience and outcome, we will difantly will
refer friends and family to Your Mechanic, thank you all Your Mechanic we will see you in the
future no doubt. Herman 13 years of experience. Request Herman. Great guy, gets the job done
have you back on the road safely and satisfied about your vehicle. Jeffrey 27 years of
experience. Request Jeffrey. Really enjoyed my appt. He was on time, listened to my worries,
addressed my concerns, gave me a run down of my problem and a reasonable quote to get it
fixed. Highly recommend this mechanic. Michael 16 years of experience. Request Michael. Mike
was an absolute professional when he arrived. He walked me thru the whole process of my
repairs and also made good recommendations for preventive issues. His mechanical knowledge
and good customer services was a breath of air and greatly appreciated How can we help? Read
FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump Replacement. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week.
Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or
office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The pressure and output of the pump are
controlled by a regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs either in the fuel tank using a pickup
screen or externally with a replaceable filter mounted in the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM
fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as with any electro-mechanical component, a fuel
pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to produce adequate pressure or completely
quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed condition can sometimes be preceded or
accompanied by one or more of the following symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem
involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe to continue driving, and should immediately be
checked by a qualified mechanic. Chevrolet Avalanche Fuel Pump Replacement at your home or
office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump
Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how does it work? When to consider replacing
the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car from starting or stall it. Check engine light
is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and that means the fuel pressure and volume
slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the engine operating without enough fuel relative
to the amount of air, causing the check engine light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As
a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or humming noise coming from the fuel tank area,
toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often

imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at your earliest convenience. How do
mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is removed from the tank
through an access panel above the tank in the passenger compartment. When no access panel
exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel tank must be lowered from the vehicle
to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP
system hoses, and electrical connections to the pump must be removed. Once the pump is out,
any reusable brackets and pick up screens are attached to the new pump, then the new pump is
installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and
electrical connections are re-established. Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test
for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in
mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the
issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was
replaced recently, whenever the fuel pump is replaced a new fuel filter should be installed.
When failing earlier than expected, the power supply should be verified because a voltage drop
in the fuel pump circuit can lead to overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the
repair, the fuel tank straps and fasteners should be checked for excessive corrosion and
replaced as needed. The fuel in the gas tank c
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ools and lubricates the fuel pump. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Chevrolet Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real customer reviews
from Chevrolet owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jason 0 years of
experience. Request Jason. Jason was by far, one of those most experienced mechanics I have
come across in my experience with mechanics. Methodical and to the point of repair! I
reccomend him for any of your mechanical needs. Take this from an ex mechanic certified in an
engine and transmission repair! Peter 10 years of experience. Request Peter. He was a very
knowledgeable. And very professional and did a great job. Luis 13 years of experience. Request
Luis. Great service. Very knowledgeable. Jose 9 years of experience. Request Jose. Understood
the problem went to work immediately can replace the plugs and offered recommendations to
improve the vehicle thank you. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump
Replacement.

